Poem: A space divined by the eternity
Written by Dea Divi

One last chance is all I have at for something divinely eternal being immortal.
A love that is unrefined, for I shall return to this space where it is haunting,
There is no delight, but the suffering endured by transgressions of demise.
A longing that is a dream and awakening in my mystery, for it is immortal beyond the cast of the
universe and retooled for each life as misery.
Such a haunting persuades me as I call out, yet I am in this endless place looking.
The time is almost near and shall I hear the sounds of your voice?
Such a suffering has endured for eons, but I can answer "who is me?"
For could I be a memory or a lost embrace?
For would I be the dreams binded to your reality?
I cross between the seas of time and pass the cauldrons, a love so divine.
A lovely immortal like I, yet it is beyond eternity, for I shall come because you return to me.
Be my misty memory and haunting face, for it's more than love of flesh and thoughts.
A metaphysical mystery, for who am I, yet resides deep in the memories cast out to the universe
with such great powers and grace.
A longing to be near and death like grip resides me to this space eternally looking.
Within the seas of time, I cradle memories of the wandering till that day of where you say who is
she?
Call out and come to me as I see your light within lights escaping this answer.
Who is me?
Could you find me?
Wherever you are glide, a love redefined by the versatility of lives and countless tragedies.
Wherever you do, a love redefined by the amble of memories and seas of mystery bestowed
upon each life.
A metaphysical misery, enchanted since the dawn of time does this space relent of such a
passing.
Such eternal love part takes of raving hearts and an immortality that can't go away but must be
fulfilled.
Oh who am I?
Something beyond that black space of this haunting across the seas of time do I find you.
Come to me in my eternity.
Come to find me.
Immortal she has become over time, so return to me.

